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Abstract

Ideomotor apraxia (IMA) is a disorder traditionally characterized by deficits in properly performing tool-use pantomimes (e.g., pretending to use a hammer) and communicative gestures (e.g., waving goodbye). These deficits are typically identified with movements made to verbal command or imitation. Questions about this disorder relate to its diagnosis, anatomical correlates, physiological mechanisms involved, and the patients in whom IMA is best characterized. In this review, utilizing information presented at an international workshop, we summarize the present state of knowledge about IMA. We include insights on how to distinguish IMA from the other motor apraxias and confounding disorders. We discuss testing for IMA and the need for more rigorous tests that examine more elements, such as imitation, actual use, task selection, and recognizing proper use. From neurophysiological insights, we propose hypotheses of the necessity of networks in praxis performance. We also point out that more neurophysiological knowledge in humans might lead to a better understanding of how different brain structures may aid in the rehabilitation of praxis. While little is known about exactly how rehabilitation may be pursued, biological evidence warrants the further exploration of this issue.
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1. Introduction

Ideomotor apraxia (IMA) has been studied since the early 1900s. Early investigations of the disorder focused on patients who had lesions resulting from a stroke. These patients are unable to perform communicative gestures and properly pantomime tool use, and have other cognitive and motor problems. Tool-use movements are more often impaired than communicative gestures [1]. Deficits in actual tool use may also be observed [2], and this makes the disorder practically relevant. IMA is commonly seen in patients with stroke involving the left hemisphere, and is also present in conditions such as corticobasal degeneration (CBD), Parkinson’s disease (PD), Alzheimer’s disease (AD), progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP), and Huntington’s disease (HD) [3–6].

In accord with the pioneering proposal of Hugo Liepmann, Norman Geschwind [7,8] posited that IMA was a result of a disconnection of anatomically separate cortical regions. While Liepmann suggested that parietal and premotor areas were mainly affected, Geschwind proposed a more specific model based on the disconnection of Wernicke’s area and the convexity of the premotor cortex. The theory of a disconnection has remained fairly strong over the years. It is known that lesions of the periventricular white matter, which can create a disconnection of the parietal and premotor cortices, may cause apraxia [9]. Gray matter lesions may also result in disconnections, since the gray matter is the source of white matter tracts. Clinicoanatomical correlates are most commonly lesions of the parietal or premotor cortices, or both [10]. However, lesions of these areas do not always produce apraxia [10]. Apraxia is present in at least one third of patients with left hemisphere stroke [11], but the exact percentage is unclear since there is no standard test for apraxia, and many neurologists do not routinely test for the deficit. Additionally, there is some ambiguity in distinguishing IMA from other motor apraxias. Current research in IMA should begin with a better delineation of the disorder.

2. Clinical definitions of the apraxias

The term apraxia is used to describe a variety of phenomena involving different functions of the body (e.g., buccolingual apraxia, construction apraxia, dressing apraxia, and gait apraxia), but there are six main, recognized types of apraxia involving the upper limb (Table 1). The precise definitions of these apraxias are a focus of considerable debate, probably because clinical reports of each apraxia type in similar patient groups are inconsistent or insufficient. However, we define the core deficits in each of the six apraxia subtypes:

1. Limb-kinetic apraxia involves deficits mainly in fine and precise finger movements, such as those used in picking up a small coin or paper clip. Grasping with the full hand may also be affected. It is a basic motor coordination deficit, not explainable by more elemental deficits implicating areas such as the cerebellum or corticospinal tract.

2. Conceptual apraxia relates to the inability to solve tool/mechanical problems. The distinguishing feature of the deficit is the loss of tool–object associations, actions associated with tools, and the mechanical advantage of using tools. This deficit is more representative of a loss of knowledge of proper performance than loss of motor function.

3. Ideational apraxia is commonly confused with conceptual apraxia. It is characterized as a failure to sequence task elements correctly. Conceptual problems are not the main issue. The distinguishing factor is that patients can convey knowledge of how to perform a sequence task (e.g., making a ham sandwich), but they fail to properly order the elements of the task, such as missing steps or doing steps out of order.

4. In verbal–motor dissociation apraxia, patients fail to respond to verbal commands to make movements. Dissociation apraxia has also been referred to as disassociation apraxia, but dissociation is the preferred term. (Heilman, K., personal communication). This disorder may be more involved with speech processing than motor performance.

5. Tactile apraxia is a selective disturbance of active touch. Hand skills not related to object exploration and manipulation are left intact. The disturbance is not specific for tool use, but affects any use of the hand as a sense organ.

6. IMA, the focus of this review, is the inability to pantomime, imitate, and, sometimes, use tools properly. The movements are spatially incorrect, and may be abnormally slow and deliberate. This deficit may extend into communicative gestures as well, but is more often seen in tool-use pantomime. The deficits commonly include

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>The six main types of apraxia that affect the hand and arm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apraxia</td>
<td>Deficit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideomotor</td>
<td>Deficit in pantomiming tool use and gestures specifically. Knowledge of tasks is still present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limb-kinetic</td>
<td>Loss of hand and finger dexterity generally contralateral to the lesion. Mainly affects “manipulative” movements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ideational</td>
<td>Failure to carry out a series of tasks using multiple objects for an intended purpose. Tools are identifiable, but no coherent action is made.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual</td>
<td>Loss of tool knowledge and inappropriate use of tools and objects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal–motor dissociation</td>
<td>Inability to respond properly to verbal commands to make movements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactile</td>
<td>Disruption of use of the hand as a sense organ, in which object exploration and manipulation are impaired.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
orientation errors (e.g., holding a comb upside down on top of the head) and spatial and temporal errors (e.g., carving a turkey with jerky vertical movements instead of smooth anterior–posterior movements). Other deficits include movement errors (e.g., patients make extra and unnecessary movements or move the wrong joints). Use of an object or tool in real-life situations may be impaired as well. Patients may also perform “body part as object” errors (e.g., when instructed to cut a slice of bread, they will use the arm as if it were a knife instead of holding a knife). An important distinction is that patients with IMA must know what they are told to do. Thus, patients with Wernicke’s aphasia, agnosia, and asymbolia must be excluded as confounds in any diagnosis. Aphasia, in particular, must be excluded, as apparent apraxia often coexists with language impairment. The coexistence occurs for several reasons. One, brain areas that process language for communication may overlap with brain areas that process language to drive movement. Two, frontal areas involved in language are also involved in complex movement, perhaps because those brain areas devoted to the hand communication gesturing of ancestral humans have been co-opted for verbal communication of modern humans.

3. IMA diagnosis

It is important to have a sense of confounding elements that may lead to a misdiagnosis of IMA. IMA is seen in various disorders, including stroke, PD, PSP, and CBD. While degraded spatial and temporal features of movements are clearly indicative of IMA, subcortical signs such as bradykinesia or dystonia may also be present, and these might prevent a firm diagnosis. For example, pantomiming “brushing your hair” in a patient with IMA might include large circular arcs above the head, or incorrect orientation of the hand for brushing the hair. Such errors cannot be attributed to more elemental movement disorders, and thus it is possible to make a bona fide diagnosis of apraxia in a bradykinetic patient. It must be clear that the deficits occur only for complex apraxia-specific tasks. If the deficits are generalized to even simple movements, then it is difficult to clearly make a case for IMA. It is expected that testing results for these elemental motor disorders would appear normal in patients with apraxia. However, a patient with PD, for example, may have spatial and temporal deficits for all types of movements. Thus, the problem is not related to lost or damaged representations of motor programs, but to confounding motor elements that prevent proper execution of all movements. Clearly, typical IMA is best described as a motor problem that cannot be attributed to other movement or cognitive disorders, [12] as is certainly the case in CBD.

Patients with CBD may have many clinical features that could contribute to a diagnosis of IMA. Corticobasal syndrome (CBS), which is defined as a syndrome that has the movement disorder features of CBD but with more cognitive and perceptual abnormalities, may be more commonly related to apraxia [13]. CBD (or CBS) can only be confirmed upon post-mortem examination of the brain, revealing the presence of tau+ tangles, which correlate with the clinical difficulties. Post-mortem findings show that the clinical CBD syndrome is often misdiagnosed as AD, PSP, Pick’s disease, nonspecific degenerative changes, or Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, even in patients who have apraxia, which is sometimes thought to be a hallmark of CBD [14]. Many investigators only study IMA in cases of relatively focal stroke and avoid the confounds of degenerative cases, in which the lesions are likely more widespread and present with complex pathologies, unless adequately evaluated before testing [3–6,15].

4. Testing for IMA

There is little consensus on the proper way to test for IMA. As a result, reports may refer to “apraxia” without details of the testing strategy, which makes interpretation of the findings difficult. This issue directly relates to the definition of apraxia. The traditional definition is one of a disorder of learned, skilled movements. However, what the “disorder” looks like is debatable. Differences in distinguishing and testing the nature of the deficit arise from distinctions between recognition or imitation, single object use tests and multiple object use tests, pantomime only deficits and real-life scenario deficits [16]. Additionally, when testing for IMA is done carefully, a patient may have multiple apraxias, which may present problems in interpreting the findings.

Many tests have been developed to characterize IMA. While the tests meet the goal of capturing the most sensitive deficits, they have become highly selective. This is justifiable, but not entirely appropriate, as further research shows that multiple deficits can occur in IMA. Testing should be done bilaterally, if possible, as apraxia can affect both limbs equally. In the event of a paretic limb, however, testing may be done in the nonparetic (usually ipsilesional) limb. Many studies rely on this standard [3,5,10].

Of the many tests used, two are particularly common. The Test of Oral and Limb Apraxia (TOLA) is used [4], but is incomplete because it ignores performance when the patient sees or uses tools. While the Florida Apraxia Battery is also used [17,18], it only assesses gestures to verbal command. The scores of four different apraxia batteries were poorly correlated, indicating that they all tested different features of the deficit [19]. Apparently, investigators cannot entirely rely on the most apparent features, but must assess the broad spectrum of deficits occurring in patients with apraxia.

Assessing the activities of daily living is thought to be a good way to test patients, but it is unclear to what extent IMA affects such activities in each patient [19,20]. Analyzing the motion of patients as they make specified movements may be most reliable [21], because it clearly reveals different characteristics of spatial abnormalities in IMA, based on lesion location and clinical signs and symptoms [15]. In one study, testing of pantomime to verbal command, imitation,
performance upon seeing the tool, and performance with the tool showed high inter-rater reliability and may have accounted for other possible cognitive deficits, which could be useful [22], but the patient population was small.

An ideal assessment of IMA for tool-use movements should likely include at least the four factors related to IMA: pantomime to verbal command, imitation, performance upon seeing the tool, and performance with the tool. For gestures, testing should include pantomime, imitation, and performance in “real” situations (e.g., choosing to wave goodbye when presented with a scene prompting this particular action). Deficits in these actions are commonly seen in patients with apraxia. In addition, recognition and discrimination of correct pantomimes, performance of nonsense gestures, and tool selection tasks are all valuable. Demonstration of intact basic motor control should be an essential element of testing.

5. Lesions that produce IMA

5.1. Left vs. right hemisphere lesions

Continued debate concerns the precise cortical areas involved in apraxia. Early studies of IMA and lesion location suggested that subcortical damage to white matter tracts was most critical [7]. However, white matter lesions are not more common in IMA patients [23]. In fact, lesions in deeper brain areas (e.g., white matter, thalamus, and basal ganglia) are more common in nonapraxia groups. However, white matter damage found in several other studies shows that subcortical disconnection of the parietal and premotor areas may cause apraxia [9,10]. In addition, damage to cortical structures, particularly the angular gyrus or the supramarginal gyrus, has been observed in cases of apraxia [12]. Generally, in stroke patients, left hemisphere lesions of the parietal and premotor areas are implicated in apraxia. Anterior lesions may produce aphasia (e.g., ventrolateral premotor cortical lesions extending into Broca’s area) or paresis (e.g., SMA lesions extending to the adjacent motor cortex), which make the determination of IMA difficult or impossible. As well, anterior lesions may produce disturbances in postural and force control, while parietal lesions produce more severe deficits of cognitive motor behavior, which is more characteristic of IMA [24]. However, there are patients with IMA apparently caused by SMA damage [25]. Other patients have been reported to have IMA from lateral anterior frontal lesions [10]. While the extent of premotor lesion effects needs further study, it is clear that left-sided parietal lesions commonly produce bilateral deficits on pantomiming tool-use movements [26]. Because apraxia deficits are clearly caused by lesions in nonprimary motor areas, it is unlikely that the deficit is limited to execution only. There must be a relationship to not only planning and execution, but also the notion of the correct movement to make.

Lesions of the left hemisphere have been largely regarded as the main cause of apraxia, but the right hemisphere has also been implicated. In a study comparing left and right hemisphere-damaged patients, patients with left hemisphere impairment performed worse on pantomime of tool-use, but there was no difference in deficits of gestures, indicating that both the left and right hemispheres may store gesture representations [27].

5.2. Basal ganglia lesions

Patients with basal ganglia lesions apparently may also have apraxia. Generally, the left basal ganglia is involved in control of spatial and temporal features of learned movements, sequence learning, and response inhibition [28,29]. A skilled, cognitively based movement (e.g., praxis) requires smooth timing of the movement elements for it to be correct [30,31]. Again, it is essential in any case of IMA that elemental motor problems do not confound otherwise normal praxis. Such deficits are commonly seen in patients with damage to the basal ganglia.

With the avoidance of the confounding elementary motor deficits, a diagnosis of IMA was made in patients with PD and PSP [3]. A case study concluded that both IMA and ideational apraxia were the result of basal ganglia damage in a patient with CBD [32]. However, CBD has widespread pathological effects that involve cortical structures. A patient with basal ganglia and external capsule lesions produced normal tool-use and communicative gestures on command and imitation, but had low scores in performing intended gestures appropriately based on the presented scenes [33]. While this is an expected deficit in apraxia, abnormally produced pantomimes have been long considered a hallmark of IMA. IMA is uncommon in HD when damage is limited to the basal ganglia, but is more likely to occur when the cortex or its interconnections are damaged [5].

It is still debated whether damage to the basal ganglia alone can result in IMA. Qualitative evidence suggests that there are apraxia patients with ischemic lesions of the left basal ganglia only. However, the types of errors differed from those in patients with cortical stroke [34]. In PD patients, dopaminergic medication does not improve the initial performance of an apraxic motor task (it does assist in incremental learning of a motor command over time) [35]. The conclusion of this work is that the basal ganglia themselves may not play a major role in the performance of praxis movements, but they may play a role in apraxia recovery. This highlights the importance of rigorous assessment and identification of specific features critical to the diagnosis of IMA. The clinical symptoms occurring with basal ganglia damage should be better evaluated. The mechanisms that might lead to apraxia in patients with basal ganglia lesions also need to be studied.

5.3. Callosal, cortical, and subcortical lesions

Other types of lesions have been reported to cause IMA, but they are not well studied. Callosal lesions were studied in patients with complete callosotomy by having them pantomime to visually presented objects [36]. The right (dominant) hand
performed correctly, but the left hand performed poorly, indicating that left hemisphere networks relevant for praxis may have limited control of the left hand. In a case study of a patient with a lesion of the trunk and splenium of the corpus callosum, apraxia was present with pantomime of object use, but not imitation [37]. Such lesions evidently interfere with the capacity of the left hand to retrieve the required representations from the left hemisphere to control praxis. However, it is likely that callosal patients with IMA will serve as an important study group to learn more about the information stored within the left and right hemispheres related to performance of pantomime and tool use (as will be discussed in the Rehabilitation of IMA patients section). In addition, cortical and subcortical lesions can cause ipsilateral IMA, such as in the case of sympathetic apraxia. This has been shown with a patient with right-sided hemiplegia and left-sided pantomiming deficits without comprehension difficulties [38].

6. Clinical and theoretical models of IMA

Consideration of how the deficit manifests itself from lesions in various locations has been of key interest to many researchers, because lesions at different cortical and subcortical processing levels may cause different deficits. Early models hypothesized that IMA results from damage to white matter tracts connecting higher level parietal areas, which formulated ideas of a task, with lower level motor areas, which executed the task [9]. This is the “disconnection” hypothesis [8], which emphasizes cortico-cortical projections as the main culprit. Evidence suggests that the left parietal cortex (specifically, the inferior parietal lobule) stores motor representations, or “engrams,” that, if damaged, would affect not only performance, but also recognition of pantomimes [39–44]. Damage to these engrams was initially thought to explain the deficit [45]. Clearly, not all apraxic patients have recognition deficits and white matter damage, so both hypotheses (IMA resulting from white matter lesions or particular parietal cortex lesions) can only be partially true.

A recent paper rejects the notion that failure of normal tool-use pantomime, most common in IMA, is representative of natural movement. Because tool-use pantomime is rarely done, the deficit may be most easily explained by the patient’s inability to create a new movement (tool-use pantomime) that represents a familiar (actual tool use) movement [33]. Thus, the patient would likely be impaired only on pantomime, while real object use is intact. To substantiate this, it is pointed out that posterior parietal lesions may impair the patient’s ability to position the hand to use objects in accordance with knowledge of stored motor representations, while grasping the objects and recognition of appropriate hand postures for new tools remains intact [46,47]. This further elaborates the role of the parietal cortex and apraxia to additionally involve degraded hand postures associated with familiar tools, and even global errors on reproduction of complex hand configurations [48].

It has been thought that damage to different brain areas may cause different types of apraxia [16], a concept coming mainly from the theoretical notion of hierarchical processing involved in apraxia (Fig. 1A). As input is delivered to prompt a particular movement, this information must be taken in and processed within a cortical network. Briefly, for tool-use pantomime, this involves identification of the movement and the knowledge of appropriate action based on prior experiences with the tool or object. Implementation of this knowledge into a motor formula representative of the intended action follows. Afterwards, the motor command should be correctly employed. Thus, damage to areas critical for abstract knowledge, which control appropriate actions in various situations (parietal cortex), may lead to conceptual or ideational apraxias. Damage to knowledge of action in the sensorimotor form (connections between parietal and premotor cortices), which would affect spatial and temporal processing, would lead to higher level production deficits, characteristic of IMA. Damage to purely motor mechanisms (motor cortex) would largely cause production deficits, such as limb-kinetic apraxia.

Computational modeling of the anatomical aspects of motor control has been proposed [49,50]. Modeling of the bread slicing gesture in patients in a parkinsonian network of reduced basal ganglia output revealed reduced spatial and temporal accuracy of the movement, characteristic of the deficit seen in IMA patients [51]. These findings could support the role of the basal ganglia in praxis and IMA. However, research has yet to firmly determine whether the form of IMA reported in basal ganglia lesion studies is typical, or what lesion profile could cause the deficit [21]. Modeling parietofrontal networks, including possible subcortical components, will also contribute to our understanding of the deficit.

7. Physiology of parietal, premotor, and subcortical structures

Much of the evidence for the physiological function of the parietal and premotor cortices comes from work in monkeys. Extrapolating this information to human behavior is not completely direct, as movement types and errors in IMA are largely impossible to replicate in monkeys. However, insight can be gained from these studies and hypotheses developed from the findings.

7.1. Parietal action coding

Intensive investigation of the posterior parietal cortex shows that it is involved in the preparation and execution of eye movement, reach, grasp, and hand position. Stimulation studies reveal that the ventral intraparietal area is involved in many types of complex movements [32]. This work relates to areas that are considered to be phylogenetically similar to those regions in humans that mediate praxis. Coding complex movements within these regions is of interest, even in
the midst of convincing evidence supporting the generation of complex movements from motor cortex stimulation alone [53]. However, these movements are not as complex as praxis movements. The medial intraparietal area has shown regions of activity that can be decoded to position a cursor in the direction of a movement before the movement begins [54], and this has direct application to the functioning of neuronal-based prosthetic devices [55]. If parietal activity can be decoded, the development of robotic prosthetic devices could be a possible rehabilitation strategy for patients with apraxia. Such premovement activity is similar to intention activity in the posterior parietal area [56].

7.2. Premotor action coding

Coding for complex action is also represented in the premotor cortex [44]. Divisions of the lateral premotor cortex have a role in movement planning. Specifically, the dorsal part of the lateral premotor cortex has much in common with the SMA in that they both project to the spinal cord and both are involved in motor control [57]. It is thought that the SMA together with its connection in the parietal lobe plays an important role in movement onset and specific sequences of multiple joint movements [58]. The pre-SMA receives a modest connection from the parietal lobe. This area controls actions encoded in the lateral parietofrontal circuits, possibly through motivation or cognition [59–61]. Cells having connections from the parietal cortex to the caudal region of the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) are more active during a limb movement task [62]. However, the rostral PMd seems to have more of a role in cognitive processes related to motor control [61].

7.3. Networks of parietal and premotor areas for praxis

Activities in different brain regions do not occur independently, but are part of networks. Thus, for pantomime of meaningful praxis movements, a functional network may include V5, the inferior parietal lobule and inferotemporal cortex, and the lateral premotor cortex. Involvement of the basal ganglia is also certainly possible, particularly because some connections of the parietal lobe to the premotor cortex pass through the basal ganglia [63–65]. Since the critical brain areas for apraxia (parietal lobe, basal ganglia, and premotor cortex) are anatomically distinct, one must consider how functional activity in separate areas influences activity in other regions. There is evidence for cortical processing (ventral or dorsal streams) and subcortical pathways in guiding goal-
directed behavior. While movements are made during visuomotor paradigms, it is conceivable that different brain networks are functioning, perhaps a temporal–striatal–premotor pathway initially when defining a motor command and a parietal–premotor pathway after learning has been established [66–68]. Subcortical structures are involved in the initial learning of motor actions compared with actual performance [69]. This suggests that if a task is over-learned (e.g., communicative gestures), a parietal–premotor network is active, whereas, if a novel tool-use pantomime is performed [29], the relevant pathway might be mediated by subcortical structures. This view is substantiated clinically by the finding that patients with CBD and basal ganglia lesions had no deficit in communicative gestures, but tool-use pantomime and meaningless gesture pantomime were impaired [70].

With regard to praxis performance, anatomical and physiological studies have substantiated the hypothesis that parietal and premotor areas are involved in praxis preparation and execution [71–73]. When subjects make these movements in a self-paced paradigm, EEG activity related to praxis movements is seen in the parietal cortex 3.0 s before movement onset [73,74]. Moreover, evidence suggests a coherent left hemisphere parietal–premotor–motor network engaged in self-paced praxis that is active before and during movement onset [75]. This evidence is in anatomical accord with cortical lesion data in apraxia patients, and suggests that praxis is not defined best by discrete areas of activation but rather by dynamic relationships across multiple areas. Not only activation, but also binding of the activity in these distinct cortical areas is imperative for proper execution of these motor commands. These studies also support the existing models of praxis performance (Fig. 1). While there is some disagreement on the specifics of the models, the core idea is that the parietal cortex stores the concept of the movements and the premotor cortex modifies the concept to a specific motor plan for motor cortex implementation. Therefore, there must be communication between each of these structures to successfully generate a plan for the movement. Existing studies in humans clearly show convincing anatomical correlates and functional coupling that match what has been proposed in models and in monkeys.

EEG studies point to the presence of early parietal activity that eventually spreads to the sensorimotor areas before praxis movements, which differs from the confined premotor and sensorimotor activity seen before simple movements [74]. In addition, fMRI evidence supports premovement posterior parietal activity extending to the anterior parietal cortex from planning to execution of praxis [72]. There is a critical need for more knowledge of the human physiological function of networks of parietal and premotor areas for praxis. The results will directly apply to patient care. One such aspect is the possible role of the mirror neuron framework for the disturbance of imitative motor behavior in apraxic patients.

Experimental and human studies have shown that parietal–premotor circuits are instrumental for vision-to-action translation and for observation–action matching. Whereas the pre- motor cortex is generally involved in such tasks, the parietal cortex is specifically recruited when the motor behavior is object related [76]. Since damage of these areas is known to interfere with the pragmatic aspects of goal-oriented movements, disturbance of this capacity may provide interesting new approaches to the investigation of apraxia. Understanding behavioral effects and brain activations during observation and imitation in apraxic patients can help in understanding this process and improve therapy. It does appear that focusing rehabilitation to apraxic deficits can improve function [77].

8. Rehabilitation of IMA patients

IMA has historically been viewed as a deficit only manifested in clinical settings [78], but recent evidence has supported the notion that IMA affects daily living [79,80]. Such evidence is important, as it emphasizes the necessity of rehabilitation in patients with deficits in activities of daily living. The impact of cognitive disabilities, such as apraxia, is seen in attempts to rehabilitate stroke patients [81]. Deficits in IMA must be better evaluated so that the scope of necessary therapies can be completely defined. In addition, some subacute patients spontaneously recover from apraxia. Understanding this recovery process should be useful in understanding the relevant processes of brain plasticity. Unfortunately, there has been very little progress in this area.

While rehabilitation literature is scarce, several biological principles help to explain how recovery may occur. After left hemisphere lesions impair basic motor function, homologous right hemisphere structures begin to compensate over time [82]. Learning (or relearning) the playing of a stringed instrument leads to an experience-based reorganization of the left parietal and premotor cortices [83]. Activity related to spatial processing in a patient with a parietal lesion shifts from the left to right parietal lobe, suggesting plasticity of higher level processes as well [84]. Early evidence suggests that this may also be true for apraxia [85]. The mechanisms of this hemispheric shift of activity are unknown. One mechanism for re-establishing motor control in an impaired limb is the release of intracortical inhibition [86]. The premotor cortex of the lesioned hemisphere may reorganize to control movement in the event of cortical damage [87]. The question of whether these mechanisms can extend to include the parietal and premotor cortices for praxis should be investigated. If the left perilesional parietal cortex or the right parietal lobe stores copies of the engrams used to perform praxis, then it is possible to restore normal function. However, this speculation is criticized, as it has been suggested that the right hemisphere may not store praxis representations [88]. Work in patients with complete callostomy shows apraxic errors only with the left hand (right hemisphere control) during pantomime of visually presented objects but not during actual object manipulation, suggesting right hemisphere indeed stores representations for movement concepts but has limited perceptual object representations [89]. However, it is additionally shown that split-
brain patients may imitate nonsense head–hand gestures correctly so long as visual feedback of the imitating hand is available, suggesting a heavy reliance of vision for proper gesture performance [90]. It is encouraging though, to consider that the right hemisphere may be able to utilize some limited representations that it stores to mediate praxis performance, and this might be helpful in recovery of function.

9. Linking physiology and pathophysiology

There is insufficient understanding of what lesions will produce precisely what deficits. Advances are now possible primarily due to the relatively recent emergence of data relating specific cortical areas to particular functions in monkeys [91,92]. It is difficult to properly assess normal function of the brain based on lesions and the resulting deficit [93]. This is even more difficult for apraxia, since there are variable manifestations from apparently similar lesions [10,94]. Progress should be possible by studying the physiology and active anatomical areas related to praxis movements in normal subjects. Investigators will then be able to form better hypotheses related to brain-damaged patients. In the clinic, we need an improved apraxia battery for comparison of normal subjects and patients, which should lead to clearer clinicoanatomical correlates. The efforts made so far indicate that the different facets of complex dysfunctions such as the apraxias may be better attributed to networks than to circumscribed modules.
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